E ‘PERFEITO!
“Cityline Express” – A perfect match for the Brazilian Market”
Reviewing

installations across Brazil in 2012, the compact Cityline Express with a

speed of 35000 Cph has been the right answer to the rapidly changing market
conditions in the newspaper industry. Most newspaper printers who have
experienced its action for the first time are stunned by its performance and
continue to book repeated orders of the same, either as additional press lines or
Add on Towers.
Cruzeiro Do Sul, Sorocaba: Mr. Rodrigues, Executive President simply said
“Satisfaction”. He further express that the quality & output of the product will
help them create new clients. The operation of the machine with configuration
AP+T1-//- AP+T2-//-F(2:2:2)with BF & TTF-//- F(2:2:2)with BF-//-T3+AP-//-T4+AP
is around 8 hours daily, printing various types of supplement jobs of 2,4,6,8 pages
with broadsheet & Tabloid. However main edition is of Total 16 pages broadsheet
and have circulation of around 70000 copies daily.

Empresa Baiana: Corrio Bahia Group, Salvador: With a configuration of
Stacked Uw+T+Stacked Uw+T+ F1:2:2 +F2:2:2+T+AP+T+T+Stacked Uw
The machine meets circulation of the newspaper which is 65,000 copies per day
with three to four types of the supplements. Including the supplement the daily
output is 1, 50000 copies. With increasing demands there are plans for the
configuration of 4 towers, 4 autopasters with 2 folders.

Ejorna Brazil, Macia: Manugraph strength has always been customizing products
that best fit requirements of their customers including Add ons & new Presslines.
In line with this motto an Add on tower & unwind has been installed with existing
press line installed in 2008, the final configuration being
Mono/Unwind + Uw + T + F 1:2:2 with quarter fold + T + Uw + T + Uw

Omega Publicidade Ltda Brazil, Macapa: Established in Feb 1987 the company
plans to venture into job printing other than newspaper with less circulation. To
fulfill this requirement Cityline Express with configuration
MU with Integrated unwind+ F1:2:2 + T (4x4) + Standalone UW
has been installed at the centre.

